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Abstract: The potential complexity and size of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) required to be implemented
through a systems engineering approach based on the use of ITS Architectures. The FRAME Architecture has
been created for use as the starting point for any deployment of ITS, and a methodology for its use has been
developed. Therefore, this study designed integrated Intelligent Transport System (ITS) solution supporting
Electronic Financial Transaction using European ITS Framework Architecture (FRAME) Browsing Tool.  The
system enables the Human Machine Interface (HMI) to present the traveller with information about the
different types of services available, and record the choices that travellers make for use by other functionality.
The system shall give exact details of any financial transaction to the traveller. In addition, it shall be able to
use a variety of relevant payment electronic methods, including central account and post payment, central
account and prepayment, on-board account, etc. The system reads the information about the transaction, and
extract the operators ID and service concerned. Furthermore, the system designed with maximum security
necessary for electronic financial transactions, which collects evidence on the non-payment of tolls, and other
illegal financial transactions, and evidence of unauthorised access when payment has not been received.
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transportation systems. These systems involve vehicles, drivers, passengers, roadoperators, and managers all interacting with each other and the environment, and linkingwith the complex infrastructure systems to improve the safety and capacity of roadsystems. Information and communication technology (ICT) is considered a tool thatenables safe and efficient operations in freight transportation and that improves visibility,responsiveness and performance in supply chains (Giannopoulos, 2004; CoronadoMondragon et al., 2012). There is an enduring global need for the effective transportationof people and goods across land. Global trends such as increasing populations,urbanization, economic uncertainty, climate change, and vulnerability to loss frommanufactured and natural events are employing pressure on current land-basedtransportation systems and abilities. At the same time, the world is moving and functioningfaster through the use of the internet, cell phones, computers, and the telecommunicationsnetworks that allow the transmission of these digital signals. All of this has placed newchallenges, opportunities, and complexity on our capacity to transport ourselves andwithstand economic development. Land transportation in the 21st century must addresssuch challenges, take advantage of the opportunities, and reduce or contain the complexity.To achieve these results will require the application of a system of systems approach thatunifies prevailing, diverse transportation approaches and systems into a functioning whole,optimizes their operations, and permits future capability growth to respond to national,regional, and local needs (Parker, 2010).Intelligent transport systems (ITS) and services apply information andcommunication systems and services (advanced technologies in electronics,communications, computers, control and sensing and detecting) to all kinds oftransportation systems in order to improve the safety, efficiency and service of traffic andtransport. The key element in ITS is real-time information of traffic or transport situations.(Aakre et al. 2012). The objectives of using ITS include improving traffic safety, relievingtraffic congestion, improving transportation efficiency, reducing air pollution, increasingenergy efficiency, and promoting the development of related industries (Pihlajamaa et al,2013). Furthermore, the need for Intelligent Transport System (ITS) Architectures wasrecognised in the early 1990’s, when the number of possible applications and services thatITS could provide increased greatly. However, instead of producing unique architecturesfor each deployment, it was also realised that it would be much more efficient to have aFramework Architecture, from which individual ITS Architectures can be developed (Jesty,& Bossom.2011). Transport systems are a feature of many people’s lives and thereforehave a material impact on their quality of life. It is estimated that 40% of the worldpopulation spend at least one hour of their time on the road every day (Zhang et al, 2011)and people are becoming more and more dependent on transport systems. Because of thisdependency, which involves large-scale use of the various modes of transport, transportsystems must meet a number of challenges that are of vital importance to modern societies.The first of these challenges is the problem of congestion in many parts of the world,mainly in the most populated urban areas. Congestion leads to increased fuel consumption,pollution levels and difficulties in deploying mobility plans based on the use of publictransport (Shawe-Taylor et al, 2006).
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2.0 Related Studies
2.1 ITS Infrastructure ChallengesFigure 2.1 offers a comprehensive overview of ITS. On the left are the activitiescarried out by authorities and bodies responsible for transport systems; in the centre, themain challenges or objectives of ITS and, on the right, the problems to be solved andconsequences thereof. Management of ITS-based transport systems requires continuousmonitoring of what is happening in the transport systems and feedback for systemimprovement and development. The focus is always on the main obstacles to citizenmobility and, in the case of this study, on the obstacles to mobility using public transport(Shawe-Taylor et al, 2006).

Figure 2.1: Overview of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS): activities, challenges andproblems. (García et al, 2016)
2.2 Japanese ITS System ArchitectureTransport Management Systems aim to improve the efficiency, reliability and safetyof transport system operations. They provide reliable information that users may accessfrom their homes, workplaces or places of recreation to plan their trips, or even duringtravel to obtain information on the route they are currently using (Diab and El-Geneidy,2012). This information is accessed using various types of mobile or fixed personal deviceand both fixed and mobile communications infrastructures. The provided information isgeoreferenced and relates to routes (planned or currently underway), timetables, fares, etc.An example of a system used by transport authorities in the ITS field is Automatic VehicleLocation (AVL) (Yan, 2012) and (Padrón and García, 2014). According to Yokota, T., and
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Weiland R.J., (2004) the Japanese ITS System Architecture was accomplished in 1999 viathe collaborative efforts of five government ministries involved in ITS, also in collaborationwith VERTIS (now ITS Japan). The Japanese ITS architecture comprises an enumeration ofuser services as shown in Table 3 and a physical architecture also shown Figure 2.2.

http://www.its-jp.org/english/arch_e/doc/summary.pdf, p20Figure 2.2: Subsystem Interconnect Diagram from Japanese Physical ITS ArchitectureSource: Yokota, T., and Weiland R.J., (2004).
2.3 Australia architectureAccording to James et al.,(2010), Australia, architecture was developed in the form of amulti-modal ITS future big picture, with the aim to improve the future development anddeployment of ITS services within Australia by providing a framework for the developmentof standards, promoting integration of systems and providing a basis for education asshown in figure 2.3.
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Figure 5.5 Australian ITS architectureSource: James et al., (2010)
3.0 Method
3.1 Debit User's Account
3.1.1 Overview

i. This Function shall be capable of providing the following facilities:The ability to debit the Traveller's Electronic Payment account as the result of therecently performed transaction.
ii. If the Traveller's account becomes overdrawn the ability to send a messagehighlighting this situation to the “Credit Control” function.

3.1.2 Functional Requirementsi. Read the transaction message, and extract the user's ID, account ID, correspondingfeeii. Get the balance of the E-Payment accountiii. Debit the balance by the amount of the transaction, and record the operation in theiv. Stores of "transactions" Data and "user's account" Datav. If the "user's account" is now overdrawn, send an overdraft message to the travellerand to "Credit Control".
3.2 Load User's Account
3.2.1 Overview

i. This Function shall be capable of providing the following facilities:A Human Machine Interface (HMI) that provides the Traveller with the ability tocredit their Electronic Payment account.
ii. The HMI shall also include the ability to display to the Traveller the differentcontracts available to that person, read the information related to the desiredtransaction.
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iii. In addition to the HMI, the ability to check the credit rating of the source accountand if credit worthy, credit the Electronic Payment account, plus notify this to theFinancial Clearinghouse terminator, and to the store of Transaction Data.
iv. The ability to also check the amount that is being credited to an account previouslyincluded in the black list, and if the new balance is sufficient, send a message to the“Credit Control” Function to remove this account from the black-list.

3.2.2 Functional Requirements
i. Read traveller's ID

ii. Extract from the store of Contract Data the contracts that have already beenestablished for that person
iii. Present the traveller with this list of contracts
iv. Read the traveller's selection and the loading parameters
v. Check the balance of the "source" account at the financial clearing-house

vi. If source account does not have sufficient funds, display an error message to thetraveller, else, record loading transaction in the store of "transaction" Data, load theElectronic Payment account, and send the notification message to the financialclearing-house
3.3 Inform Users on Transactions
3.3.1 OverviewThis Function shall be capable of providing the following facilities:i. A HMI through which the Traveller can be provided with a list of the transactionsthey have performed.ii. The HMI shall also provide the Traveller with the status of their Electronic Paymentaccount(s).iii. In addition, the HMI shall only provide both types of information following a specificrequest from the Traveller and shall only provide information that is directlyrelevant to that Traveller.
3.3.2 Functional Requirements(iii) Read the traveller's request for information(iv) If asked extract from the store of "user's account" Data the status of thetraveller's account(v) If asked extract from the store of "transactions" Data the list of all the transactionsperformed by the traveller during the specified period, with the application offilters according to traveller's requests(vi) Present the information to the traveller.
3.4. Detect Payment Violations
3.4.1 Overview

i. This Function shall be capable of providing the following facilities:The ability to check the status of a user’s (Traveller or Driver) account.
ii. If an overdraft notification has been received for this account (or for severaldifferent accounts with the same owner), the ability to include the account(s) in the
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"black list", which means that the user shall not be allowed to use this account untilsufficient funds have been provided to rectify the situation, unless an “agreement”message has been received.
3.4.2 Functional Requirements

i. Process the status changes of user's account: if an overdraft notification received,write the account number in the black list. Conversely, if new account balance isabove a certain threshold, remove it from the black list.
ii. If an agreement message is received, indicate that the user is allowed to use theservice.

iii. Send the fraud notification to the PSLE area
iv. Register s all payment violations in the store of "fraud" Data, and initiate a block onthe use of that service.

3.5 Block Access to Service
3.5.1 Overview

i. This Function shall be capable of providing the following facilitiesThe ability to control the access of a user (Traveller or Driver) to the requestedservice.
ii. Upon detection of a violation, the ability to send a message to the access violationsdetection functionality.

iii. If an accident has been detected, the ability to send a warning to functionality in theManage Traffic Functional Area.
iv. The ability to let the user proceed upon receipt of an agreement message from theviolation detection functionality.
v. A HMI through which the user can be informed about whether or not access to therequested service has been granted.

3.5.2 Functional Requirements
i. Upon reception of a message indicating a violation, prevent the user from using aservice

ii. Upon reception of a "free" command, allow the user to proceed
iii. Send a warning message to the manage traffic area

3.6 Inform and Guide User
3.6.1 OverviewThis Function shall be capable of providing the following facilities:i. A HMI through which the Traveller or Driver can be guided to provide the precisedefinition of the service that they want, and the way that they wish to pay for it.ii. The HMI shall also enable the Traveller or Driver to select the appropriate contract,inform them about their rights to use the service, and display the associated price.iii. The ability for the Function to be activated by functionality in either the ManagePublic Transport Operations Area or the Provide Traveller Journey Assistance Area,or even directly for simple operations.
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iv. The ability to ask for a credit check to be done on the Traveller or Driver and also tocheck to see whether an advance payment has been made.v. The ability to initiate the recovery of any advanced payment, or else initiate thecomputation of the fee.
3.6.2 Functional Requirementsi. Get the information about the service requested from the MPTO or PTJA areas, ordirectly from the user.ii. If these areas just ask for a tariff (and not a transaction), go to (g)iii. Get user's IDiv. Obtain the corresponding contractsv. Get user's choice of contractvi. Check with "Access" and/or "Credit Control" and, if necessary, register a violation.vii. Send the choice and contract to check if advanced payment has been madeviii. Send the different elements  to initiate the computation of the corresponding feeix. If payment has already been completely made, send an agreement to the "AccessControl" systemx. If not, reduce the fee by the amount already paid, send the elements to recover fees
Table 3.1: Functional Requirements for Descriptions of Electronic Financial TransactionUserNeeds Descriptions FunctionNo. Function Name4.1.0.1 The system shall be able to use a variety ofrelevant payment methods either electronicor not, including central account and postpayment, central account and prepayment,on-board account etc

1.1.1 Create E-PaymentContract
4.1.0.3 The system shall give exact details of anyfinancial transaction to the traveller. 1.1.1 Create E-PaymentContract4.1.0.4 The system shall be able to manage tariffpolicies (define fares/fees according toselected criteria, e.g. type of Traveller ortraffic conditions, etc.).

1.3.3 Check User's Contract
4.1.2.2 The system shall enable a singlepayment to be paid for services offeredby different related transport systems(e.g. metro, bus, train, road and parking).

1.3.5 Compute Service Fee
4.1.3.3 The system shall have the maximumsecurity necessary for electronicfinancial transactions. 1.5.5 Block Access to Service
4.1.3.4 The system shall have a low number ofincorrect transactions (e.g., non-effectivetransactions < 1 in 10E-6; erroneoustransactions < 1 in 10E-8)

1.3.2 Identify User
4.1.3.5 The system shall provide information inthe native language at the output 1.3.4 Inform and Guide User
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location, and/or from a user selectedchoice of other appropriate foreignlanguages4.1.3.1 The system shall be able to exchangefinancial information between roadsideequipment (e.g. toll collection unit) and amoving traveller (e.g. a vehicle).
1.4.1 Distribute FeesRevenue

4.1.0.3 The system shall give exact details of anyfinancial transaction to the traveller 1.3.6 Check AdvancedPayment4.1.4.1 The system shall be able to be able tocollect evidence on the non-payment oftolls, and other illegal financialtransactions
1.5.2 Detect PaymentViolations

4.1.4.2 The system shall be able to collectevidence of unauthorised access whenpayment has not been received. 1.5.3 Detect Accessviolations4.1.1.2 The system shall have a minimumimpact on the driving task 1.3.1 Detect User
4.0 Result and DiscussionAs shown in figure 4.1, the designed electronic financial transaction system,manages customer data (identification, account, rights of residents, etc.). The system shallgive exact details of any financial transaction to the traveller. In addition, it shall be able touse a variety of relevant payment methods either electronic or not, including centralaccount and post payment, central account and prepayment, on-board account etc.Furthermore, the system shall also be able to manage tariff policies (define fares/feesaccording to selected criteria, e.g. type of Traveller or traffic conditions, etc.). The designedsystem shall be able to use a variety of payment or receipt means, including contactless"smart cards". Also, the System provides management information to the recipients oftariffs. The system enable a single payment to be paid for services offered by differentrelated transport systems (e.g. metro, bus, train, road and parking). Finally, the systemshall be able to share revenues between road network operators.
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Figure 4.1: Data Flow Diagram for Electronic Financial Transaction
ConclusionElectronic Financial Transactions System was designed using  European ITS FrameworkArchitecture (FRAME) Browsing Tool and the following conclusions were drawn. Thesystem shall be able to:i. exchange financial information between roadside equipment (e.g. toll collectionunit) and a moving traveller (e.g. a vehicle).ii. make atomic electronic financial transactions, I.e. that are never partially completewhatever the circumstances, even in degraded system modes.iii. have the maximum security necessary for electronic financial transactionsiv. collect evidence on the non-payment of tolls, and other illegal financial transactions.v. collect evidence of unauthorised access when payment has not been received
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